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The children have done really well crossing the magic line this week. 

We are really proud of them! 
 

 

Challenge Monday                                                                             

Due to the weather, it has been a little while since we have visited our 

forest area so the children thoroughly enjoyed our trip up there on 

Monday. They remembered all the rules that keep us safe in our 

forest area and were very good at noticing changes since the last 

time we were there. Lots of twigs and small branches had been blown 

down from the trees so we set the children a challenge to build a 

chair for Goldilocks. They worked together beautifully and the sun 

even shone for us! It was a lovely day. 

 

In phonics we have been learning about the phoneme 

/e/ and the sound it makes in words like egg, elephant, 

empty and envelope. It is a short, bouncy sound.  We 

use the picture to help us remember this sound and 

the formation rhyme to help us write it: lift off the 

top and scoop out the egg.  
 

World Book Day                                                                        

Everyone looked amazing in their costumes on Thursday this week! 

We decided to turn the dance alarm into a story alarm for the day, 

every time the alarm went off we shared one of the stories the 

children had brought in. We didn’t get through every book but we 

gave it a good try! 

 

  

 



 
Goldilocks and the Three Bears 

We finished our story map this week and have included a copy of part 

of it (in your child’s drawer) for you to share with your child at home. 

See if they can recall parts of the story using the map.                    

In Nursery we had fun making up alternative endings to the story. We 

asked questions like, ‘I wonder what would have happened if 

Goldilocks looked in the wardrobes?’ ‘What if she found the toys?’ 

The children had some super ideas.  
 

Dates for diary                                                                                 

Thursday 13
th

 March – Sport Relief Day                                                    

Mother’s Day Gift Shop –Tuesday 17
th

 and Wednesday 18
th

 March. 

Children who would like to buy a gift should bring £3 in a named 

envelope and will be taken to the shop to choose a gift. 

Home Learning 

Thank you for all the emails this week. Please continue to send 

anything for your child’s learning journey to Helen.mason@ntlp.org.uk. 

Remember to add your child’s words in the observations you send to 

us, we love to hear what they have to say. 
 

Sport Relief Day                                                                               

We will be holding our fundraising day on Friday 13
th

 March for Sport 

Relief. We would ask that the children come to Nursery in trainers 

and sports kit as they are going to take part in a variety of sporting 

activities during their session. We also ask for a small donation to 

support the charity. 
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